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 Constraint combination methods are essential for a exible constraint
        
          
         
            
tors: negation, generalized reication, disjunction, and implication. Even though
            
         
         

 

           
be exible. Regardless of how many primitive constraints a system offers, combination
of primitive constraints into more complex application-specic constraints remains a
           
  

           
         
            
     

          
          
        
         
          
          
           
           

          
range of combinators, including negation, generalized reication, disjunction, and con-
            
straints, computation spaces allow to program new combinators: they provide exibility
on the constraint and on the combinator level. The paper introduces and renes the very

           
    



  

             
               

         
            
              
             
           
           

Our experience shows that applications of constraint combinators in nite domain
              
straint domains, like feature or nite set constraints. In particular, they have turned out
             
    

           
           
            
a more efcient implementation can be attempted. This motivation is similar to the
             
           
  

          
        
            
             
             
             
approaches offer a xed set of combinators. This paper’s focus is on the primitives and
         
             

       reied   
as metaconstraints). Reied constraints reect the validity of a constraint into a 0/1-
            
straints. Computation spaces are not intended as a replacement for reied constraints.
As is discussed in detail in Sect. 4, a reication combinator based on computation spaces
can offer better propagation in cases where reied constructions propagate poorly. And,
since the reication combinator is deep, it offers reication for all expressions, includ-
            
reied version.

            
          
combinator. Sections 4 to 6 discuss a generic reication combinator, a disjunction com-
            
           
         



     

 

             
 

           
           

   

 

            
      are logic formulae interpreted in a xed
rst-order structure. For the purpose of this paper we restrict ourselves to nite domain
constraints. A basic nite domain constraint has the form      is a nite sub-
                 
    

              
             
      : The propagator amplies the store by
              
             
              

            
functional evaluator operating on the store. As programming language that denes the
             
              
   

           
          
               
              

      

            
      

           
            

        
        

           
              
              
     



  

           

              
         
       

         

           
              
           

      

          

   

       
            

                
                 

              
              
                 
           

             
                
               
      

            
                 
                

            
         

              
                
           

               
              
                  
                  
          

                
               
  ’s parent. This justies why we sometimes refer to a solved space as 

                
               



     

               
            
              
     

 

       
    

                    
            
             
             
      

  The concurrent negation combinator takes an expression (as a rst-
             

             
            
   

      

                
          

   
     
       

  
   
     

               
      

4 A Generic Reication Combinator

As it has been argued in the introduction, reication of constraints is a powerful and
natural way to combine constraints. This section presents a generic reication com-
binator. The reication combinator is shown to sometimes provide stronger constraint
propagation than constructions that use reied propagators alone.

Reication. The reication of a constraint        (a nite
               
reication is to reect whether            



  

Operationally, it is important that reication is bidirectional:

                
               

   that reect validity of constraints allows for powerful means
         
        

            
             to be reied and 
         

     
     
      
      

                
                

               
               
   

               
           
                
        

        

    

               
            

               
          

              
           in the rst place.

   ” of the reication combinator is encoded as follows:

           

    takes a nite domain variable, blocks until it becomes deter-
     



     

  The reication combinator is obtained from the implementation of
          
     

              
tion that species the expression to reify as input and returns a 0/1-variable:

   
          
     

    

Comparison with Propagator-based Reication.      
based reication with propagator-based reication. Suppose we are interested in reify-
                   
       are nite domain variables. Similar reied constraints
    

Ideally, the reication mechanism should determine       
unsatisable. Posting the constraints without reication exhibits failure.

Let us rst study reication with propagators alone. In order to obtain a reied
             
      

              

           
Let us now study the behavior of the reication combinator developed in this sec-

    

           

              
         . Indeed, the reication
    

This shows that using spaces for reication can yield better constraint propagation
than using per propagator reication. Per propagator reication encapsulates the prop-
        constraint propagation in reied
conjunctions. This is a major disadvantage, since reied conjunctions occur frequently
as building block in other reied constructions as for example disjunction.

On the other hand the generic reication combinator offers weak propagation in
             
by other propagators are tested only. Whenever a reied propagator is available, it is
    

So the reication combinator can be best understood as offering additional tech-
niques but not as a replacement of reied propagators.



  

 

           
           
           
           

    

 

               
      

         
               

      
              

    

This operational semantics can be directly encoded by the reication operator as
introduced in Sect. 4. The well-known encoding reies each alternative   
         

    
















        

However, it can be benecial to also take entailment of alterna-
          
            
    

               

                 
                 
              
 

      . Since the rst and second alternatives are mutually
exclusive (so are the third and fourth), the rst and second reied propagator disappears.
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efcient since computations that cannot contribute are discarded early. The computa-
            
             
      



     

          
       

    

              
         

The implementation of the disjunctive combinator can be simplied by the follow-
ing observation: it is sufcient to discard all failed alternatives but the last one. If a
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argued, this simplied version of disjunction can be expressed by the reication com-
    

             
     as introduced in Sect. 3. The reication of expression  
       

      
        

Programming reication from disjunction has the disadvantage that the expression  
executed twice. This points out a deciency in the designs of AKL and early versions
of Oz, where neither spaces nor reication but disjunction was provided.
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